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SETS OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL AGGREGATES IN THREE-SPACE. I 
BY 
I. W. VAN SPIEGEL 
(Communicated by Prof. A. liEYTING at the meeting of April 30, 1960) 
In this paper we give a further development of an investigation started 
in our book Geometry of Aggregates (abbreviated Geom. Aggr.). 
The linear system of ooa two-dimensional contravariant aggregates in 
a projective space Sa will be discussed in detail. Many results in this 
domain have been obtained already by TH. REYE 1) and F. ScHUR 2). 
Both of them have got those results in a purely synthetic way. Here 
analytic as well as synthetic methods will be used. 
§ 1. The linear system of ooa two-dimensional contravariant aggregates in Sa. 
1.1. In the trilinear relation 
(1.1.1) 
the point (x) runs through the parametric space s2 and (z) through 
the fundamental space Sa, while (y) which is the parameter of the linear 
system, runs through a three-dimensional space. 
Then ( 1.1.1) represents a system of aggregates ]3/2 [o n Sa. Interchanging 
the roles of x" and y., we obtain a series ]2/3[o n Sa which rests on the 
first one. Connected with these series we have the prime-manifold 
]3; 2[o n Sa which can be regarded as an intersection of the manifold 
]3; 2[o in Sn by a subspace Sa. ]3; 2[o in Sn is of extension 5 and of 
class 10. Sa in Sn is the vertex of a star .E7• Generally .E7 possesses oo1 
primes of the manifold ]3; 2[0 • Hence ]3/2[0 n Sa contains ool stars ]2[ 
which are simply degenerated and ]2/3[0 n Sa possesses ool simply 
degenerated stars ]3[. , 
From these two sets of degenerated stars each aggregate is paired with 
a uniquely defined aggregate of the other set. 
1.2. The series ]2/3[o n Sa is perspective to the manifold ]2/3[0 n Sa=a016, 
the so-called Reye-sextic. The points of this curve are the vertices of 
the simply degenerated stars ]3[ of ]2/3[o n Sa. 
1) TH. REYE: Ueber lineare Mannigfaltigkeiten projectiver Ebenenbiischel und 
collinearer Biindel oder Raume. I. J ourn. f. d. reine und angew. Mathematik Band 
104 (1889) page 227. 
2) F. ScHUR: Ueber die durch collineare Grundgebilde erzeugten Curven und 
Fliichen. Math. Annalen Band 18 (1881) page 1. 
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]2/3[0 n Sa is supported by the manifold ]3/2[o n Sa which consists 
of the entire Sa. 
]3/2[0 n Sa possesses oo1 simply degenerated stars, hence ]3/2[o n Sa 
contains a surface which is formed by the oo1 S1-vertices of the degenerated 
stars ]2[. 
If we consider both the series ]3/2[o and ]2/3[o in Su, then the vertices 
of the stars ]2 [ are the generators [8] of [3/2]2, connected with ]3; 2 [o; 
the vertices of the stars ]3[ are the generators [5] of [2/3]1, connected 
with ]3; 2 [o also. 
The vertices of the stars ]3[ generate the manifold [2; 3]1 = Vg6, while 
the vertices [8] of the stars ]2[ intersect this manifold along a manifold 
[2; 2h= V7a in Ss. 
If a star of ]3/2[o n Sa is simply degenerated, then this star has as a 
vertex a line which contains 3 points of the manifold [2; 3h n Sa=a016· 
In other words the vertices of the degenerated ]2[ of ]3/2[o n Sa are 
trisecants of aQ16 
A [5]-generator of [3/2h in Su is the vertex of a cone formed by the 
[8]-generators of [3/2]2 passing ~hrough the fixed [5]-generator The 
directrix of the cone is a manifold [l; 2]o, so the cone is of order 3 and 
dimension 9. An Sa intersects this cone along a cubic curve. If Sa contains 
a point of the vertex [5], then the cubic curve consists of 3 lines. Hence 
every point of ao16 in Sa belongs to 3 trisecants of ao16 1 ). 
1.3. The series ]3/2[o n Sa possesses a net of subseries ]2/2[o n Sa. These 
series are supported by manifolds ]2/2[o n Sa= Vza which all pass through 
the manifold ]2/3[0 n Sa=a016. The subseries ']2/2[0 n Sa are perspective 
to the same manifolds ]2/2[o n Sa= V2a. 
Two series ]2/2[o n Sa of ]3/2[o n Sa have a series ]l/2[o 171 Sa in·common. 
Hence if we take two manifolds of the net of manifolds V2a, they intersect 
each other along the curve aQ16 which is the base of the net, and a curve 
]l/2[0 n Sa=oo1a· The surface formed by the trisecants of aQ16, intersects 
a manifold V2a of the net along ao16 and 6 lines, being the vertices of 
the six simply degenerated stars of ]2/2[0 n Sa. Every point of aQ16 
belonging to 3 trisecants of ao16, is a three-fold point of the surface of 
trisecants. Hence the intersection of the surface of trisecants of aQ16 and 
V2a is of order 24. So the surface of trisecants is a F 2B. 
§ 2. The system of three-dimensional contravariant aggregates ]2/3[0 n Sa 
2.1. ]2/3[o n Sa contains linear oo2 systems ]lf3[o n Sa two of which 
always have a ]3[ in common. A system ]1/3[0 n Sa contains 4 simply 
degenerated ]3[. Hence the system ]3/l[o n Sa resting on this ]1/3[o n Sa 
1) This can also be proved by means of the birational correspondence between 
the SI-generators of ]3/2[o n Sa and the So-generators of ]3/2[1 n Sa as is treated 
in § 4. Because every trisecant of sols is incident with 3 points of 3C16, every 
point of sols is incident with 3 trisecants of sols· 
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has 4 simply degenerated ]1[ which are paired with the 4 degenerated ]3[ . 
. So a tetrahedron of singularities exists in Sa whose angular points and 
planes are the vertices of the 4 degenerated ]3[ and the 4 degenerated 
]1[, in such a way that paired elements are opposite to each other. 
The manifold ]3/1[o n Sa consists of a complex of lines. The vertices of 
the aggregates ] 1 [ of ]3/1 [o in S7 are the generators of [3/1 ]2. The inter-
section of an Sa with these generators gives in every point of Sa a quadratic 
cone of lines. The 4 points of ]1j3[o n Sa= V04 are vertices of sheaves of 
such lines. So every cone passes through these 4 points. We see that 
· ]3/1 [0 n Sa gives a tetrahedral complex of lines. 
Each ]3[ of ]2/3[o n Sa belongs to linear =1 systems ]1/3[0 n Sa. If 
in particular this ]3[ is degenerated, then its vertex belongs to ao16. 
Paired with this ]3[ we get in ]3/2[o n Sa a simply degenerated ]2[ 
whose vertex is a trisecant of ao16. In the =1 systems ]3/1 [0 n Sa 
resting on the = 1 ]1/3[o n Sa containing that fixed ]3[ we get =1 simply 
degenerated ]l [, passing through that trisecant. From this it follows 
that every point of ao16 is an angular point of =1 tetrahedrons of 
singularities and the opposite planes in these tetrahedrons run through 
the degenerated ]2[ whose vertex is the trisecant paired with the fixed 
point on ao16. 
An arbitrary subseries ]1/3[o n Sa of ]2/3[0 n Sa rests on a ]3/1[0 n Sa 
containing a degenerated or non-degenerated ]1 [ of every degenerated 
]2[ of ]3/2[0 n Sa. This means that a tetrahedral line-complex, connected 
with a subseries ]1/3[o n Sa contains the system of trisecants of ao16. 
There are =2 such tetrahedral line-complices passing through the system 
of trisecants. 
A point of a general line l in Sa is the vertex of one non-degenerated 
]2[ of ]3/2[o n Sa. In this ]2[ l defines a substar ]1 [ which determines 
uniquely a subseries ]1/3[o n Sa of ]2/3[0 n Sa. If the point runs through 
l we wee that this line belongs to only =1 tetrahedral line-complices. 
So the complete intersection of the = 2 line-complices consists of the 
system of trisecants of ao16. 
2.2. A general line in Sa intersects F 2B in 8 points, so we have 8 planes 
belonging to degenerated stars ]2[ of ]3/2[0 n Sa, passing through that 
line. They are degenerated ]1 [ of those stars ]2[. The =1 degenerated 
stars ]2[ of ]3/2[o n Sa give a surface of class 8. There are also double-
planes belonging to this surface, namely the planes containing 2 trisecants 
h, t2 of ao16. Such a double-plane intersects ao16 along 6 points from 
which 5 lie on the two trisecants h, t2• The sixth point T is called associated 
with the two trisecants t1, t2. t1 and t2 are the vertices of 2 degenerated 
]2[ of ]3/2[o n Sa, T is the vertex of a degenerated ]3[ of ]2/3[o n Sa. 
The 2 degenerated ]2[ construct a ]1/2[0 n Sa which sends a degenerated 
]1[ in the degenerated ]3[ with vertex T, namely the plane (h, t2). This 
degenerated ]1[ is paired with a degenerated ]2[ of ]1/2[0 n Sa whose 
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vertex is a trisecant ta of ao16 passing through the intersection-point of 
tr and t2. 1 ). 
We call ta associated with tr, t2, so we see that of 2 intersecting trisecants 
the associated point and the associated trisecant are paired to each other. 
For a trisecant is associated with 3 pairs of trisecants, a point of ao16 is 
intersecting point of 3 planes each containing a pair of trisecants, associated 
with the point on ao16. Now we see that every point P of ao16 belong to 
18 planes containing 2 trisecants, namely 3 planes with 2 trisecants 
through P, 12 planes with one trisecant through P and 3 planes containing 
2 trisecants not passing through P. 
2.3. From ]2/3[o n Sa we take a fixed non-degenerated star ]3[. Every 
point of Sa is the vertex of a substar ]2[ of this ]3[. This ]2[ gives with 
its corresponding stars ]2[ of the other ]3[ of ]2/3[0 n Sa a ]2/2[o n Sa. 
This ]2/2[o n Sa is perspective with a ]2/2[o n Sa= V2a, containing 6 
trisecants of ao16. So the ]2[ of the fixed ]3[ contains 6 planes of the 
surface of class 8 consisting of the planes of the degenerated ]2 [ of 
]3/2[o n Sa. So this surface sends in every non-degenerated ]3[ of 
]2/3[o n Sa a pencil F16 of class 6. 
Every degenerated ]2[ of ]3/2[o n Sa sends one plane in the fixed ]3[. 
Two such planes do not coincide for the fixed ]3[ is non-degenerated. 
The planes of Fr6 and the vertices of the degenerated ]2[ of ]3/2[0 n Sa 
are projectively related by means of the natural projectivity defined by 
(1.1.1). Moreover these vertices are paired with the points of ao16. 
F16 can be considered as the dual figure of ao16. Every plane of F16 
contains 3 lines each of which also belongs to 2 other planes of Fr6. So 
we get a system of =1 triples of lines which form a surface or' order 8. 
These lines are vertices of pencils whose planes give a surface of class 8 
containing F16 as a three-fold pencil. 
In the case that the fixed ]3 [ is degenerated into a I 2 with as a vertex 
a point P of ao16, every degenerated ]2[ of ]3/2[0 n Sa sends a plane 
through P. An arbitrary line through P intersects 5 trisecants not in P. 
Thus the pencil F1 is of class 5 now. Generally the planes containing 
2 trisecants through P do not belong to ns. The plane containing 2 
trisecants from which one passes through P belong to ns. Also the planes 
containing 2 trisecants not passing through p belong to r1s and they are 
double-planes of F15. So r 1s is the dual of a plane curve of order 5 with 
3 double-points, so of genus 3. 
§ 3. The relations between the manifolds ]2/3[o n Sa and ]3/3[o n S2. 
3.1. The birational correspondence between the manifolds ]2/3[0 n Sa 
and ]3/3[o n s2 gives a one-one correspondence between: the points of 
0 16 in Sa and 0 14 in S2. The prime-sections of ]2/3[0 n Sa are represented 
1) See Geom. Aggr. Chapter IV § 5.3 case l, page 75. 
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by submanifolds ]2/3[0 n 8 2 = V06 of 0 14. These images contain a fixed 
base ]3/3[1 n 82 which, however, is empty. 
Such a submanifold ]2/3[0 n 8 2 consisting of 6 points of 014 will be 
fixed by 3 points of 0 14 generally, for 3 points of 0 16 generally give one 
prime-section. 
Intersection of 0 14 by a line gives a ]3/3[0 n 81, which is the image 
of a ] 1/3 [0 n 8 3 , so of the 4 angular points of a tetrahedron of singularities 
of a ]1/3[o n 83. 
3.2. For getting a clear idea of the above-mentioned representation, we 
consider it as a part of the birational correspondence between 
]2/3[o n 84= F26and ]4/3[o n 82=82 1). A prime-section ]2/3[o n 83 of 
F 26 is represented by a manifold ]3/3[0 n 8 2=014. These manifolds 014 
pass through a base ]4/3[1 n 8 2 = V010, consisting of 10 points. 
Now we take a fixed prime-section 0 16 of F 26 which gives a fixed 
0 14 in 8 2 passing through the 10 base-points. 
A prime-section of 0 16 in 8 3 is represented by 6 points on 014 in 8 2 
which form the remaining intersection of this 0 14 and another one through 
the 10 base-points. Those 16 points define a pencil of curves 014• However, 
a 0 14 is completely defined by 14 points, so 13 given points generally 
define a pencil of curves 014 • As to the 6 points of the remaining inter-
section of 2 curves 0 14 through the base, three of them define the other 
three points. 
3.3. We get an exception of the forgoing case if of the 2 triples of points 
on 0 14 one consists of 3 collinear points. From 3.1 it follows that the 
3 collinear points have image-points on 0 16 which form the remaining 
intersection of 016 and a plane through a trisecant. The other triple of 
points on 014 belongs to the 3 points of the intersection of 0 16 and the 
trisecant. 
A trisecant of 016 is the vertex of a star ]2[ of ]3/2[o n 83, so ]2/3[o n 83 
generates in this vertex a ]2/2[0 n 8 1 = V03. 2). 
A plane through a trisecant is a degenerated substar ]1 [of a degenerated 
]2[ of ]3/2[0 n 8 3• This substar ]1[ and its corresponding stars ]1[ form 
a ]3/1 [0 n 8 3• The connected ]1/3[0 n 8 3 generates in the plane through 
the trisecant which is the vertex of the degenerated ]1 [, a manifold 
]1/2[o n 82. 2). 
The reducible intersection of 0 16 and the plane through the trisecant 
consisting of a ]2/2[o n 81 and a ]1/2[o n 82 is represented in 82 on 014 
by a ]1/2[o n 82 and a ]2/2[o n 81 of which the last one gives the 3 collinear" 
points on 014• 
1 ) The surface F26, the so·called Bordiga surface, is treated by T. G. Room: 
The Geometry of Determinantal Loci, page 370. It will also be treated in a following 
paper about a linear system of oo4 aggregates ]2[ in Sa. 
2) See Geom. Aggr. Chapter II § 1.4. Theorem 14 page 40. 
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Whereas oo1 planes pass through a trisecant, the 10 base-points and 
the 3 points of ]1/2[0 n S 2 on 014 together form the base of a system of 
oo2 curves 014• 
The line which contains the 3 collinear points of ]2/2[o nSt on 014 
intersects 0 14 in a fourth point. This total intersection of 4 points forms 
a ]3/3[0 n S1 , which is the image of a manifold ]1/3[o n Sa, the angular 
points of a tetrahedron of singularities of a ]1/3[o n Sa. So the fourth 
point on 0 14 is the imagepoint of that point on 0 16 which is paired with 
the trisecant defining the fixed ]1/2[o n S2 on 014 • 
If 0 14 runs through the net of curves defined by the abovementioned 
base of 13 points, then the line of the 3 collinear points, forming the 
remaining intersection with the fixed 014, runs through a pencil with as 
a vertex the fixed fourth point. 
We have 6 planes passing through a trisecant of 0 16 containing another 
trisecant of Ot6. This means that the above-mentioned net of curves 
0 14 contains 6 curves which intersect the fixed 0 14 along 2 triples of 
collinear points having one common point. 
If A is a fixed point on 0 14, then each line of the pencil A gives a 
remaining intersection which is the image of the remaining intersection 
of 0 16 and a plane passing through that trisecant which is paired with 
the image-point of A on 016. 
One element of the pencil A is tangent in A at 0 14. The 3 points common 
to this tangent and 0 16 form the image of the remaining intersection of 
that plane through the fixed trisecant and the point paired with this 
trisecant. Whereas 3 tangents pass through each point of 0 14, each point 
of 0 16 belongs to 3 planes containing a trisecant and the point paired 
with it. 
§ 4. A birational transformation of Sa. 
4.1. Starting from the birational correspondence between the manifolds 
]mjn[o n Sr and ]rfn[o n Sm, we get the following transformation 1). 
The points of ]3/2[0 n Sa are represented by the points of ]3/2[0 n Sa*. 
So we get a one-one correspondence between Sa and Sa*. 
A point of ]3/2[1 n Sa has as an image a line of ]3/2[0 n Sa*. This 
means that the points of 0 16 in Sa are represented by the trisecants of 
0 16 in Sa*. In the same way the trisecants of 0 16 in Sa are related to the 
points of 016 in Sa*. 
An arbitrary prime-section ]3/2[o n S 2 gives in Sa* a manifold 
]2/2[o n Sa*= V2a passing through the base ]3/2[1 n Sa* =016. The 6 
points of intersection of the prime and 0 16 in Sa are represented by 
6 trisecants of 0 16 in Sa*, lying on V2a. 
A prime in Sa passing through a trisecant, is represented by a V2a 
in Sa*, possessing a three-fold point on the base 0 16 in Sa*. 
1) See Geom. Aggr. Chapter III § 1 page 52. 
26 Series A 
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A plane in Sa passing through 2 trisecants gives a V2a with 2 such points. 
It follows immediately that in this representation the roles of Sa and 
Sa* are equivalent. 
4.2. A line in Sa can be considered as a manifold ]3/2[0 n S 1 which is 
represented by a ]1/2[0 n Sa*, i.e. a 0 1a which, together with the 016 , 
forms the base-curve of a pencil of surfaces V23 in S3*. 
Whereas a line and a plane in S 3 intersect in one point, 013 and V23 
in S 3* have one point in common not on 0 16. So the remaining 8 points 
of intersection lie on 0 16. These 8 points of intersection are the images 
of the intersection-points in S3 ofthe line and the surface of trisecants 
of 0 16. Hence we see again this surface is of order 8. 
The images in S3* of uni-, bi- and trisecants of 0 16 in S 3 are a 0 13 which 
is degenerated into a trisecant and a conic, a 0 13 degenerated into 2 non-
intersecting trisecants and a transversal which is a chord of 0 16, and a 
o1a which is degenerated into 3 trisecants passing through one point of 
0 16 respectively. 
4.3. A general curve of order n in Sa intersects a plane in n points and 
the trisecant-surface F28 in 8 n points. So the image-curve in Sa* intersects 
a V2a passing through the base 016 inn points out of 0 16 and in 8 n points 
on 0 16. Thus the image-curve is of order 3 n. 
If the curve in Sa has p points in common with 0 16, then the image-
curve is degenerated into p trisecants of 0 16 in Sa* and a curve of order 
3n-p, intersecting 016 in Sa* in 8n-3p points. 
A general surface of order n in Sa intersects 0 16 in 6 n points and each 
trisecant of F 28 in n points. So the image-surface in Sa* has 6 n lines in 
common with the trisecant-surface and contains 0 16 n-foldly. So the 
intersection in Sa* of the image-surface and F 2B is of order 24 n. The 
image-surface is of order 3 n. 
§ 5. The representation of ]2/3[o n Sa and ]3/3[0 n S2 ~n the matrix-
space S 11• 1 ). 
5.1. The contravariant correlation 
(ft=O, 1, 2; e=O, 1, 2, 3) 
defines in Sa a contravariant aggregate ]2[ and in S2 a contravariant 
aggregate ]3[. 
This correlation is fixed by the 3 X 4-matrix [p~'e], defining a prime in 
the matrix-space Sn. 
The rank of [p~'e] is 3,2 or 1, so the image-prime belongs to ]2; 3[2, 
]2; 3 [1 or ]2; 3 [o which all are connected with the same Segre-manifold 
[2; 3]o in Sn. 
1) The general theory about this representation is given in Geom. Aggr. Chapter 
III § 2. page 57. 
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The trilinear relation 
(,u=O, I, 2; v=O, I, 2, 3; e=O, I, 2, 3) 
defines a linear system of ooa contravariant correlations between Sa and S2. 
So we get a ]3/2[o n Sa and a ]3/3[o n S2. 
This system of correlations can be represented by a star .E3 in the 
matrix-space Su . 
.Ea belongs to ]2; 3 [2 entirely and has a pencil of class 6 in common 
with ]2; 3[1. This means that ]3/2[o n Sa contains oo1 simply degenerated 
aggregates ]2[, and ]3/3[o n S2 consists of simply degenerated aggregates 
]3[ except a set of oo1 two-foldly degenerated stars ]3[. 
Particular situations of Ea in view of [2; 3]o in Sn give special systems 
]3/2[o n Sa and ]3/3[o n S2. 
5.2. The image-star Ea in the matrix-space Sn has as a vertex a space 
S7 which intersects the Segre-manifold [2; 3]o along a curve V11o. The 
points of V110 can be considered as the images of pairs of points (x, z) 
where (x) and (z) are points of the parametic space S2 the fundamental 
space Sa respectively, and satisfying the trilinear relation wJt•ex'"y.ze= 0. 
In this way V110 in S 7 is the image of ]3/3[0 n S 2=014 as well as of 
]2/3[o n Sa=016• 
It has been proved that these representations can be constructed by 
projection of V110 in S 7 1). 
The vertex [4] of a star ]3[ of ]2/3[0 n S 7 connected with 
[2; 3]0 n S 7= V110 intersects V11o along a manifold [2; 2]0 n S4 = V06. 
Projecting V110 from this centre [4] we get the manifold 0 14 in S 2. 
A prime, passing through the centre of projection [4], gives a remaining 
intersection [I; 3]o n Sa= Vo4. This is the image of 4 collinear points on 
014 in S2. 
A general prime in S 7 intersects V11o along a manifold [2; 3]0 n S6 = V010. 
Its projection in S 2 is a manifold ]3/4[0 n S 2, consisting of IO points 
on 014• 
In the same way 016 is the projection of V110 from a centre [3] which 
is the vertex of a ]2[ of ]3/2[o n S7 connected with [2; 3]o n S 7 = V110, 
and which V11o intersects along [I; 3]o n Sa= Vo4. 
A prime passing through the centre [3] gives a remaining intersection 
[2; 2]o n S4= Vo6 , the image of a plane-section of 016 in Sa. 
A general prime-section of V11o is the image of a ]2/4[0 n Sa consisting 
of IO points on 0 16. 
5.3. The representation of ]2/3[o n Sa onto [2; 3]0 n S 7 can be considered 
as a part of the representation of ]2/2[o n Sa= V2a onto [2; 3]0 n Ss = V210. 
This last representation is treated in Geom. Aggr. Chapter V, § 3. 
There we have proved that a trisecant of 0 16 is represented by a twisted 
1) See Geom. Aggr. Chapter III § 2. Theorem 28, page 60. 
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cubic curve on V z10 with 2 points in common with the centre of projection 
[4]. This means in the projection of V110 onto 0 16 that 3 points on a 
trisecant of 016 are the projection of a plane-section of V110, the plane 
having one point in common with the centre of projection [3]. So the 
oo1 trisecant-planes of V110, intersecting the centre [3] in one point are 
projected into the trisecants of 0 16. 
The manifold Vz10 in Ss contains a net of curves of order 8 which are 
the images of the submanifolds Jl/2[o 11 Sa of ]2/2[o 11 Sa. 
From this it follows that the curve V11o in S7 intersects each curve of 
order 8 in 8 points. Thus taking in the fundamental space Sa a subseries 
]l/2[o 11 Sa of ]2/3[o 11 Sa the manifold ]l/2[o 11 Sa=01a intersects 
]2/3[0 11 Sa=016 in 8 points. 
By means of the birational transformation of Sa in itself, as is treated 
in § 4, we also see in this way that a general line in Sa intersects the 
trisecant-surface of 016 in 8 points. 
In Geom. Aggr. Chapter IV, § 3 a representation of Sa onto a 
manifold [2; 3]o 11 S9 = Va10 is treated by means of the birational relation 
of ]2/l[o11Sa and [2;3]oi1Sg. The base-curve ]1/2[0 11 Sa=01a has as 
an image the submanifold V28 on ValO in such a way that a point of 0 13 
gives a line on V 28. 
A general curve of order n in Sa was represented by a curve V1an on 
Va10. Whereas ]2/3[o 11 Sa=016 intersects. 0 1a in 8 points, the image of 
0 16 in S9 is degenerated into V11o and 8 lines on the surface V28. While 
a general surface of order n in Sa has 6 n points in common with a 0 16 
the image of this surface in Sg has 6 n points in common with an S7 in S9• 
So the image-surface is of order 6 n. In this way the trisecant-surface 
F 28 of 0 16 is represented by a surface of order 48. 
The surface V248 contains the image of 016 threefoldly. This means 
V110 and 8 lines, counted 3 times. 
An intersection of Va1° by a general Ss contains a curve V148 of V248 
with 18 three-fold points. This means in Sa that the trisecant- surface 
intersects a v2a, passing through the fundamental curve o1a, along a 
curve of order 24, containing 18 three-fold points on 0 16. 
If we choose the Ss through the three-fold V110 of V248, then this curve 
of order 24 in Sa is degenerated into 016, 3 times and 6 trisecants. In this 
case the image-curve in So of order 48 is degenerated into the V110, 
3 times and 6 twisted cubic cuves. 
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